Getting Started with MBEP Data Trackers
This guide is designed to introduce the MBEP Data Trackers and to get familiar with its basic and advanced functionalities.
MBEP provides eight data trackers available to MBEP members, with each one focusing on a certain aspect, such as employment,
technology, transportation, education, health and more.

Data Trackers Overview
An overview of each data tracker is available on this page here: https://mbep.biz/data-insights/
On the page, click on each accordion to expand its contents and view the table of contents, including the various indicators related
to the data tracker.

Data Tracker layout:
Scrolling through Data tracker shows the charts and visuals of various indicators. The data trackers focuses on the tri county region.
City level data is also available for many visuals.
Types of visuals include:
1) Time series - This will show the indicator measure over time, usually over a period of years.

2)

Point in time snapshot - This will show a yearly snapshot of the indicator.

3) City level data - The indicator will be available on the city level.

4) County Rankings - This is ranking of where our tri county stands compared to other counties in the state

Visual details
1) The source can be found in the circle symbol next to the title of each visual.
2) Clicking on the legends will allow you to focus on the desired series

2) Select or deselect in
legend

1) Source is available here

Downloading Data
You can download the data for any visual in the data tracker.
1) Click on the menu item located in the top right corner of every visual
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2) Select "Download Data..."
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3) From the dropdown, select the desired output
4) click on 'Download button"
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Deeper dive into the data
For many of the visuals in the data tracker, there is more data available beyond what is displayed such as additional counties and
cities. This allows us to look beyond our region for comparison and context purposes. We can refine our selection and filters in many
of the charts.
To begin the deeper dive into the data:
1) Click on the menu item located in the top right corner of every visual
2) Select "Explore From Here". Note: Opening “Explore From Here” in a new tab will keep the Data Tracker open in the original tab
for quick return.
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Three sections get presented to you.
1) The filter section is at the top
2) The visualization is in the middle
3) The data used in the visualization is at the bottom.
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The filter section is what we are most interested in – it is where we can see what other areas are available and what gets applied to
the visual. Look for box that includes the current area selections to begin entering different areas. Click in the text area to begin
searching. Autofill will occur when typing and show all areas available in a drop down, for example, San Luis Obispo.

Available areas are show in
the drop-down selection
during a search text. Autofill
is also available.

After entering additional areas in the filter:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Click Run
The visual will then get updated
The data also gets updated
The updated data will also be available for download. At the top right, there is a gear symbol, click on download and as
before you can get the numbers in an excel sheet.
4) Menu option to
1) Click Run
to update
visual

download

2) Visual gets
update with
selection made
in filters
3) Data also
available
here

A similar process can be done for other charts in the data tracker.
Note: Keep in mind that the changes made here is self-contained, if you wish to reset to the original, you can always refer back to
visual in the dashboard and click on “Explore from here” again

Support
For any questions or help with the data trackers, please contact us at: admin@mbep.biz

